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SHM is...
*continuous or regular monitoring of the condition of a structure or system using built-in or autonomous sensory systems, and any resultant intervention to preserve structural integrity
*a broad multidisciplinary field both in terms of the diverse science and technology involved as well as its varied applications
*implemented on diverse systems and structures such as aircraft, spacecraft, ships, helicopters, automobiles, bridges, buildings, civil infrastructure, power generating plants, pipelines, electrical systems, manufacturing and processing facilities, biological systems, and for the protection of the environment, and for defense

New in Ultrasonics
Prof. Rose’s group invented and developed ultrasonic guided wave tomographic imaging methods for visualizing damage in a structure with an array of embedded active sensors. Damage could be due to corrosion, cracking, delamination of a composite, failed fasteners, etc. New computational algorithms and physically based (wave mechanics) features improve image development. Sensor features that provide better mode and frequency control improve the sensitivity and penetration power of guided waves for monitoring aircraft, composite materials, pipes, and more.

New in Vibration Monitoring
Dr. Reichard’s Complex Systems Monitoring and Automation Department at ARL in conjunction with the Penn State College of Engineering has developed and implemented a low cost solution for health monitoring of rotating shafts. This on-line, non-invasive technique can be embedded on a small processing platform and uses a wide-variety of non-contacting sensors (Hall-effect, Laser, optical, etc.). The technique provides immunity to lateral vibration background noise and provides sensitivity to track small changes in shaft torsional frequencies. It has been shown that this technology has detected cracks in shafts while other classical approaches failed. This system has been installed on pumps at a Tennessee Valley Authority facility and has operated for the last few years. This work was sponsored by the Electric Power Research Institute. Lead developers are Mitchell Lebold and Martin Trehewey.

Benefits of CoE SHM membership:
* Develop relationships and partner with participating faculty and members
* Non-exclusive royalty free rights to use Center generated IP
* Gain access to students with experience in SHM technologies
* Faculty assistance through various means to suit member needs: laboratory feasibility studies, 1-day site visit, mini workshop, telephone, etc.
* Summer short courses for members
* Keep up with the latest developments and technologies in the fast growing multidisciplinary field through membership meetings, newsletters, and website
* Guide investigators to solve problems important to your products through the advisory board and informally
* Develop member-specific projects having separate contracts and IP agreements based on the needs of the member
* Visibility
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